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Extremely high accuracy demands
 
(each % in lift and drag is crucial)
10% error in viscous drag e.g., due to log-law mismatch is not acceptable
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Numerical method and LES modelling
DLR TAU code with incompressible flow solver THETA
Unstructured finite-volume solver for flows with small compressibility effects





of convective fluxes using central differencing scheme (CDS)





using 2nd order backward differencing formula (BDF-2)
5 times faster than CFX, FLUENT, …
Subgrid-scale models: Smagorinsky
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Resolution requirements for wall-resolved LES at low Re











































on 64x64x64 mesh, Δx+=39, ∆z+=19.5
Only
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Resolution requirements for wall-modelled LES at high Re
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dominant in high Re flows
Supposed
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F15 3-element airfoil
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Definition of (D)DES.
Definition of RANS and LES region
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in RANS modus, 
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in RANS modus, 
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in TBL at ZPG
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at Re=0.65Mio, Ma=0,07, incidence
 
α=12°
Incipient flow separation near trailing edge
SA-RANS predicts separation much too late
SA-DDES (standard version) predicts large separation at x/c=0.5
SA-DDES (fd
 
with constant 16 instead of 8) gives SA-RANS result 
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at α=13°, Re=0.65Mio, Ma=0.07
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at α=13°, Re=0.65Mio, Ma=0.07
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at α=13°, Re=0.65Mio, Ma=0.07
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H~1.3 (ZPG turb. BL), H~2.5 (turb. BL separation)
H~2.6 (Blasius profile, ZPG lam. BL), H~3.5 (lam. BL separation)
Use
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2Qinv = ||Ω|| -
 
||S||      with
 
2Ω= Grad U –
 
(Grad U)T,   2S= Grad U + (Grad U)T
HGR01 airfoil
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mesh: S(x) < 0.8 Very
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Actual
 



















































RANS simulation 100% 0%
(D)DES simulation 100% in RANS mode 0% in RANS mode
~50%       „grey area“
 
~50% 
<10%  in LES mode > 90% in LES mode
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Comparison
 





SA-DDES and SA-RANS (both
 
fully-turbulent)
Significant
 
increase
 of size
 
of separation
 region
 
on flap
 
for
 SA-RANS with
 
lam.-
 turb. transition
 compared
 
to full-
 turbulent
 
simulation
No flow
 
separation
 
on 
flap
 
predicted
 
by
 
SA-
 DDES
